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Atlas Converting Equipment

Atlas Converting Equipment Ltd. is a global leader in slitter rewinder technology for processing BOPP and other plastic films, labelstock and flexible materials. The new CW1040 & CW3600 Series film slitters include a new technology platform which delivers higher efficiency, more productivity, higher quality rewind reels, reduced noise levels and more effective operator control systems, in web widths from 2.5 to 10.4 metres. Roll handling systems also available; global customer service & support operations.

sales.atlas@atlasconverting.com
+44 (0)1234 852 553
www.atlasconverting.com

British Plastics Federation

British Plastics Federation (BPF) is the leading trade association of the UK Plastics Industry, representing over 400 members including material suppliers, polymer producers, recycling and machinery manufacturers. All members are listed at www.bpf.co.uk. The BPF is involved in a number of European projects to develop knowledge in areas such as material processing and energy efficiency.

bpf@bpf.co.uk
+44 (0) 207 457 5000
www.bpf.co.uk

Colormatrix

ColorMatrix is a leading global innovator of liquid color and additives for plastics. These advanced technologies are engineered to improve the aesthetics, sustainability, performance and processing of plastic products. With worldwide R&D, production and commercial facilities, we supply our customers with consistent formulations and dosing systems, backed up by global technical and regulatory support services. For more detailed history you can also refer to: www.colormatrix.com/en/liquid-colorant-and-additive-technologies/history

Claudia.finamore@colormatrix.com
+44 (0)1516 328 800
www.colormatrix.com

CR Clarke

CR Clarke, design and manufacture of equipment for the thermoforming and fabrication of thermoplastic materials. Offering an extensive range of products for both the educational and commercial sectors, including machines for bending, vacuum forming, dip coating and diamond polishing.

info@crclarke.co.uk
+44 (0)1269 590 530
+48 (0)226 422 374
www.crclarke.co.uk

EPI

As part of the EPI Environmental Products Inc Group, EPI (Europe) Ltd markets a range of additives called TDPA® (Totally Degradable Plastic Additive). These render plastic degradable and ultimately biodegradable. Major retailers around the world are using TDPA in many types of flexible packaging and single use plastic items. TDPA is a cost effective, quality biodegradable additive product requiring no special equipment or processing.

info@epi-global.com
+44 (0)1629 760 168
www.epi-global.com

Farrel Ltd

Farrel Corporation is the global leader in the research, engineering and manufacturing of processing equipment for the plastics industry. Our products, Farrel Continuous Mixers (including FCM™, LCM – Long Continuous Mixer and UMSD), Hot & Reactor Fed Extruders, FMP™ Farrel Melt Pump and Underwater Pelletizers. The group also provides repair, remanufacturing and machinery upgrade services.

pgohl@farrel.com
+49 71317 244 672
www.Farrel.com
Listgrove Ltd

Established in 1975, Listgrove provides a complete range of recruitment and human resource services. We have supported clients across the globe to source talented individuals for a wide range of opportunities ranging from Senior Executives, Management Staff through to skilled Engineers and Scientists.

contact@listgrove.co.uk
+44 (0)1789 207 070
www.listgrove.com

NDC Infared Engineering

NDC manufactures measurement and control systems for plastic film & sheet blown film and cast extrusion and converting applications. Our ‘TDi’ (total distributed intelligence) systems combine sensors, scanners and control interfaces for complete production solutions for continuous web applications.

enquiries@ndcinfrared.co.uk
+44 (0)1621 852 244
www.ndcinfrared.com

Perrite

Perrite are an independent thermoplastic business with offices in UK, France and Malaysia. We specialise in the supply of compounded products to the injection moulding and extrusion industries. Our products are manufactured to provide a range of properties and performance, such as heat resistance, high impact, antimicrobial, reinforcement, flame retardancy, high gloss, chemical resistance and a variety of appearance effects.

sales@perrite.com
+44 (0)1925 810 608
www.perrite.com

Tinius Olsen

Tinius Olsen is a leading manufacturer/supplier of materials testing machines. Our machines are designed for use in Research and Quality Control to Measure, Prove and Check material’s strength and performance. A whole series of tests are available including tension, compression, flex, tear, peel, melt flow, impact, stiffness, heat distortion, vicat, torsion. All tests are implemented by Tinius Olsen in accordance with international testing standards.

sales@tiniusolsen.co.uk
+44 (0)1737 765 001
www.tiniusolsen.com

Titan (Atlas Converting Equipment)

The Titan range of secondary slitter rewinders comprises solutions for a wide range of flexible materials including flexible packaging, plastic film, labelstock, laminates & paper. The range includes the next generation Titan SR9 Series slitter rewinders in Dual Shaft (DS), Dual Turret (DT) and Single Turret (ST) formats. The ER610 compact slitter is also very successful. Titan is part of Atlas Converting Equipment Ltd. Roll handling systems also available; global customer service & support operations.

sales.titan@atlasconverting.com
+44 (0)1234 852 553
www.atlasconverting.com

Astropol

Astropol Ltd is an independent private company specialising in colour systems for the PVC industry. Masterbatches for anti microbial and blowing agents complete the range. Accurate colour is delivered principally using a PVC carrier system for masterbatches and toners, both in pellet and powder formats for extrusion and moulding processes. PVC compounding in small to medium size batches is also a speciality. Astropol supplies clients based in the UK, Ireland and internationally.

sales@astropol.uk.com
+44 (0)1942 254 006
www.astropol.uk.com
**Buhler Sortex**

Buhler’s SORTEX optical sorters increase profitability for plastic recyclers for industries such as packaging, construction, WEEE/ELV and petrochemical producing excellent results in optical sorting of food grade PET and HDPE, uPVC window regrind, PP, PE, ABS, PVB and plastic pellets.

sortexsales@buhlergroup.com  
+44 (0)207 005 7777  
www.buhlergroup.com/plastic-sorting

**CCS Technology**

SyncroSpeed is a world leading product, globally recognised as delivering advanced Energy Saving Technology for Injection Moulding Machines. Achieving massive savings of up to 60% on your electricity bill. This innovative control system is a standalone addition to existing Injection Moulding Machines. Its variable frequency drive regulates the speed of the pump motors during periods of low demand. Reducing motor speed results in a reduction of motor power consumption, improving the machines operating energy efficiency and significantly reducing energy costs.

sales@ccstech.co.uk  
+44 (0) 2476 545 711  
www.ccstech.co.uk

**Francis Ward**

Rotational Moulding services and Industrial Packaging manufacturers. We manufacture reusable powder hoppers/totes and liquid IBCs for many manufacturing industries including plastics, chemical and oilfields. We also offer high-quality contract moulding services in the UK for rotationally-moulded plastic products up to 5 metres in length.

sales@francisward.com  
+44 (0)1274 707 030  
www.francisward.com

**PIE - Plastics Information Europe**

Plastics Information Europe offers the most advantages for executives who need to stay informed - a quick, yet in-depth look at plastics market developments. Clearly structured news content, combined with exclusively researched polymer prices, comprehensive online archives, polymer market reports and many other useful services. Request a free sample copy of the newsletter "Plastics Information Europe" in PDF, e-mail or printed copy by emailing:

info@pieweb.com  
www.pieweb.com

**PrismaColour**

Prisma Colour offer Masterbatch and Pigment Dispersions for all industrial applications including; Rubber and Silicone Colourants and Dispersions, Masterbatch and Liquid and Paste Dispersions. What makes Prisma different is the fact that we are the only company within the industry that manufacture such a vast range of products and our success is based on the ability to provide a ‘one stop shop’ meeting our customers needs by matching technical specification, quality and lead-times whilst remaining the most competitive supplier in our field.

sales@prismacolour.com  
+44 (0)1457 856 505  
www.pramacolour.com

**West Senior**

Our main activities are the manufacture and supply of Pigment & Additive preparations for use in the Polymer, Rubber & Allied industries. These are supplied as Pigment or Additive Liquid Dispersions and Powder Blends for Polymer Systems including Unsaturated Structural Polyester Resins, Flexible and Rigid PVC, Epoxy Resin & Polyurethane (PU).

sales@westsenior.co.uk  
+44 (0)1617 247 131  
www.westsenior.co.uk